CRM XP

Series CRM XP

Extra flat, single acting cylinders with spring return

Ideal for narrow and confined areas

- Extra flat hydraulic cylinders, single acting, spring return, high pressure. Push force from 4.5 to 150 ton, range of strokes from 6 to 15 mm.

- Flat cylinders with extremely reduced closed height, ideal for working in narrow spaces where it would be impossible to use other cylinders.

- The guiding surfaces are sized to guarantee optimal performance in load offset absorption and stop ring increases safety for the operator avoiding the over stroke of the piston.

- Equipped with high-strength gaskets for maximum durability.

- 3/8 ” NPT female coupler with dust cap equipped.

- Non removable, high strength saddle, piston embedded.

- Nitox ONC treatment on all mechanical components for maximum resistance against corrosion and wear.

- Possibility to design and produce custom made hydraulic cylinders on request, with dedicated geometries, performances and features.

CUSTOM CYLINDERS ON REQUEST
Different strokes and tonnages available.

### Series CSE TU

Super extra flat cylinders, very high pressure – 2.000 bar

Super extra flat hydraulic cylinders, load return, push force from 100 to 200 tons at 2.000 bar. Used when available height is really minimal, they are suitable for working in such small spaces where it would not be possible to use the CRM XP cylinders.